We explore a model of gravity that arises from the consideration of the Chern-Simons form in 2+1 dimensions for a spin connection with a contorsion described by a scalar and a vector field. The effective Lagrangian presents a local Weyl symmetry allowing us to gauge the scalar field to a constant value. From a gauge field theory perspective, it is shown that the vector part of the torsion (related to its trace) is a gauge field for the Weyl group, which allows the interpretation of the torsion as an electromagnetic field. In the gauge of constant scalar field we obtain Chiral Gravity coupled to a Chern-Simons-Proca theory for the vector field, that at the level of equations of motion is equivalent to Topologically Massive Electrodynamics minimally coupled to Chiral Gravity. Electrodynamics and gravity appear here unified as geometrical features of a Riemann-Cartan manifold.
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PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter and dark energy represent the majority of content in the Universe. Its nature has led physicists to consider extended gravity frameworks different from original Einstein's general relativity. Among possible extensions, the literature reports that the presence of torsion, in certain gravity theories, display features similar to those of the presently observed accelerating universe compatible with the dark energy hypothesis [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the case of lower dimensional scenarios, it has been shown that the presence of torsion can also be seen as the action of effective matter fields [5] . (2 + 1)-dimensional spacetime give rise to simpler models that share the conceptual foundations of four dimensional theories, while avoiding some of the computational difficulties. The systematic studies of lower dimensional models with torsion rely on the fact that it is expected to improve our comprehension of the dynamical role of torsion in gravity. It started with the Mielke-Baekler model [6] as an extension of topologically massive gravity.
Einstein's gravity is trivial in 2+1 dimensions on the grounds that it does not present propagating degrees of freedom. However, in the case of negative cosmological constant there are asymptotically AdS 3 black hole solutions [7] , that resemble all the characteristic features of real black hole solutions for four dimensional theories. Even though the theory from which originally these solutions arose is still considered too simple, they have been proven to provide a good tool to understand the physics of these entities in a very simple model. Topologically massive gauge theories [8] , on the other hand, are built with the usual gauge invariant Lagrangian, augmented by a term of topological origin related to the Chern-Simons (CS) secondary characteristic classes [9] that exists only in odd dimensions. This term adds a propagating massive degree of freedom in the case of second-rank tensor fields describing gravity, in which case the model is referred to as Topologically Massive Gravity (TMG) whereas that for the U (1) gauge group as Topologically Massive Electrodynamics (TME) [8, 10] . For a particular choice of coupling constants of TMG, namely when the graviton mass, µ, equals the inverse of the curvature radius of AdS 3 , µl = 1, the theory looses the degree of freedom added by the Chern-Simons term, and the action can be written as a Chern-Simons action for a gauge field A ab [11] , reminiscent of the famous Achúcaro-Towsend-Witten factorization of the Einstein gravity [12] . In [13] , Li, Song and Strominger argued inconsistency of TMG for generic coupling constants except for this particular (chiral) point of the parameters space, known as Chiral Gravity (CG). Provided boundary conditions, CG may represent a consistent quantum theory of gravity for AdS 3 spacetimes [14] , although some question are still open, among others, how to generalize CG to couple matter fields and local degrees of freedom. It was shown in [15] that CG can be thought as a Lagrangian for a spin connection of a Riemann-Cartan (RC) manifold of constant completely-antisymmetric torsion. The inverse of AdS 3 radius, l −1 , in this work was promoted to a scalar field, adding a degree of freedom to the theory, that when acquires a constant value reproduces the gauge connection A ab (see section II). The extension to that model motivates this investigation. The question of how to incorporate more torsional degrees of freedom in the picture, in order to understand more fundamentally its behaviour and what kind of couplings will arise in this procedure is here addressed. We include here the trace of the torsion 2−form encoded in the 1−form, A ∼ ι a T a1 . The paper is organized as follows: Section II motivates our model by explaining the Chern-Simons decomposition of TMG and how we add torsional degrees of freedom from it. It also shows the effective theory we will work with. Section III is dedicated to the Weyl symmetry present in the model, and explains how the trace of torsion can be understood as a gauge field for this symmetry. The details of the equations of motion and the relation of our model with TME is explained in section IV. Conclusions and remarks are given next, in section V.
II. CHIRAL GRAVITY AND LORENTZ-CHERN-SIMONS THEORY

Letω
ab be a Riemannian spin connection 1-form that describes the affine structure of a three dimensional manifold. Let e a = e a µ dx µ be the dreibein 1-form that defines the metric structure of the same manifold by the relation g µν = e .
(1) expressed in terms of the CS action
Note that in action (1) the dreibein (or equivalently the metric g µν ) is the only independent field, since e a and ω ab are related through the second Cartan's structure equation that states the vanishing of the torsion made out ofω,T
fixing completely the components ofω in terms of the dreibein and its first derivatives [16] . The particular choice of parameters,
defines the so called chiral point of TMG (CG) which makes one of the CS copies in (1) to vanish, making the model to be a single CS Lagranian for a gauge connec-
ab c e c that describes the dynamics of a three dimensional Riemannian manifold. A RC geometry allows the presence of torsion in the manifold, and hence it does not relate the spin connection and the dreibein through a relation such as (2). Here we want to generalize the action of CG to a RC geometry. To describe a manifold with torsion it is necessary to allow its affine structure to enter as a dynamical field in the same footing as the dreibein does for its metric description.
We call this spin connection ω ab , and it incorporates torsional degrees of freedom in the model. It is also related to the Riemannian one by simply
where κ ab is the contorsion 1-form, which carries the torsional degrees of freedom. In fact we see from here that, sinceω still satisfies (2),
which is non zero in general. There is an irreducible decomposition to write the contorsion in terms of its trace and axial parts as
where φ is a (pseudo-)scalar field for the completely antisymmetric, or axial part, A a the vector part, related to the trace of the torsion, and M ab = M ab c e c is the mixed part which is constrained to have vanishing trace and completely antisymmetric part (
..an ± permutations) denotes normalized anti-symmetrization. It is clear that the spin connection ω ab becomes A ab − when it has an axial contorsion 1-form of constant value parametrized by l −1 . Hence CG can be interpreted as a CS theory for a connection with constant antisymmetric torsion [15] . Consider now the three-dimensional CS Lagrangian for a general spin connection,
Now use (3) as a general ansatz. In L CS it yields
whereR = dω +ω ∧ω is the Riemannian curvature. The minimal model incorporates φ as the single new dynamical field and it was studied in detail in [15] leading to an effective theory that couples the scalar field non minimally to geometry. We call L ax CS to Lagrangian (6) with purely axial contorsion in (4),
Here k is the level of the Chern-Simons action, and is given by a positive integer number. We work in units in which the action is dimensionless. Action (7) is a particular version of TMG non minimally coupled to a scalar field at the chiral point, invariant under global Weyl transformations
where Ω is a constant parameter. It is important to keep in mind that an overall tilde (˜) denotes quantities built with the Riemannian connectionω, which was previously defined to satisfy (2)T = 0. This constraint is implemented by adding to (7) a Lagrange multiplier [17] k 4π
where ζ a is a vector-valued 1-form. This allows us to vary e a andω ab independently preserving condition (2). Here we address the next extension of the model by including the vector part of the contorsion,
This incorporates four out of the nine independent components of κ ab . In (6) it yields an action for e a , φ and
where * stands for the Hodge dual defined to act on a p−form as * p = 1 (3 − p)! p! ǫ a1···ap ap+1···a3 p a1...ap e ap+1 ∧ · · · ∧ e a3 .
III. LOCAL WEYL SYMMETRY
Weyl transformations where studied in [18] [19] [20] in the context of Riemann-Cartan spacetimes. Here we show that this symmetry is also present in Lagrangian (11) and that the former can be regarded as the Weyl localized version of (7).
A. Weyl Symmetry of a CS Lagrangian
Lagrangian (5) is purely topological and it does not depend explicitly on the dreibein. Due to this fact it posses a hidden symmetry through its transformation. A Weyl rescaling such as
where Ω = Ω(x) is a point dependent function, leaves the action (5) invariant. A contorsion with antisymmetric part only, does not posses the amount of fields required to compensate the transformation induced inω due to (12) , in order to preserve the sum ω =ω + κ invariant. That is the reason why this symmetry was not present in [15] . Here, on the contrary, the symmetry remains after the decomposition (10) that led us to (11) . Indeed, a transformation such as (12) will changeω by imposing that (2) to hold in the new frame, according tõ
thus κ must change as
in order for (13) to hold, regarding (3). We find that the effective transformation at the level of scalar and vector field that defines this contorsion are
Lagrangian (11) is invariant under (12) and (14).
B. The Weyl-Gauged CG Theory
From a gauge theory point of view, transformation (14) suggests A as a gauge connection for a Weyl symmetry.
In fact we will demonstrate here that Lagrangian (11) is the gauge invariant version of (7) under Weyl rescalings, to which A is its compensating field. A general procedure for Weyl-gauging TMG was made in [21] . Take action (7), and perform the usual procedure of localization of its global symmetry (8) , when the transformation parameter is promoted to a local function Ω → Ω(x), and introduce a gauge field A. This field defines a covariant exterior derivative for the Weyl group, symbolically
A, in such a way that it makes the derivatives to transform covariantly under Weyl rescalings,
enforcing A to transform as in (14) . Next we will write action (7) in terms of covariant derivatives instead of partial ones,
To do this let us write the Weyl-covariant version of the second Cartan's structure equation (2),
wherew ab is invariant. From this connection we construct a Weyl-invariant curvature,
Thus, the local Weyl-invariant version of action (7) is made out of these new curvature and connection,
Note that
where
Finally, replacing (16, 17) in (15) yields to (11) that concludes the demonstration. Thus the inclusion of the trace of torsion in (5) is equivalent to the localization procedure used in gauge theories to give rise to interactions. This enables the interpretation of φ and A as matter fields.
IV. DYNAMICS
Varying the action with respect to φ, A and e gives the equations of motion that determine our dynamics. In order to achieve that, we have to incorporate the constraint (9) to (11) and then vary also with respect toω and ζ. The action is given by
The Lagrange multiplier will naturally appear in the equations of motion, so the procedure ends when ζ a has been taken out of the system [15] . Due to the Weyl symmetry, the scalar field can be gauged to a constant l −1 . In that case (11) is a Chern-Simons-Proca (CSP) theory for A, minimally coupled to CG. 
Boundary terms in this Lagrangian were omitted since they are irrelevant for this discussion. After eliminating ζ, the equations of motion are
is the stress 2-form of the CSP field, and C a is the Cotton 2-form defined as
with
Here ι a is the contraction operator, defined to act on a p-form as ι a p = 1 (p−1)! p aa1···ap−1 e a1 ∧ · · · ∧ e ap−1 . Something rather remarkable is found in this model, namely Eqs. (18, 19) are equivalent to those of Topologically Massive Electrodynamics (TME) [8, 10] minimally coupled to CG, up to a gauge fixing.
To show this, let us consider TME minimally coupled to CGĪ = I CG + I T ME where I T ME =k 4π
Here, F = dA is the strength form of the gauge field and ν is a coupling parameter with units of mass. In order to fix the dimensions of the action, a dimensional factor must be included. Without loss of generality it was set to be l 2 /4 for convenience. The equations of motion are
is the stress 2-form of the TME field. Eq. (21) has a first integral * dA − νA = dΛ,
with Λ an integration function, which can be dropped out via a gauge transformation A → A + 1 ν dΛ. Eq. (18) is equivalent to (21) up to a gauge fixing, when the photon mass ν equals twice the graviton mass,
Moreover, we can observe that the stress 2-forms of CSP and TME are equal on-shell
.
This means that any solution of CG coupled to TME can be gauged, by a U (1) transformation, to a solution of the system (18, 19) whenever the photon mass has the particular value (24) , see for instance [22] . In consequence, for this model, the 1-form A gravitates as a Maxwell-ChernSimons field, resembling the physics of a well known theory of electrodynamics, namely TME. This enforces the interpretation of A as an electromagnetic field. However we must recall that A is not a gauge field for U (1) but for Weyl. This can be seen in the fact that φ is a real scalar field that carries a current J ≡ δL φ /δA, where L φ are the terms of the Lagrangian which depend on φ,
which is not an electric current, but a Weyl one. We call the attention to this point on the fact that the equivalence between (11) and TME is manifest in particular gauge fixings of both theories.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSSIONS
Matter fields are the origin of curvature of spacetime in gravity theories, where the interaction is expressed in terms of the geometry, and matter content in terms of the energy-momentum tensor. A geometric interpretation of the electromagnetic field was attempted by Weyl [23] in a generalization of Riemannian geometry. There, the change of the longitude of a vector when it moves from point to point is compensated by a vector field that enters in the connection of the manifold, and it was identified as the vector potential. Even though did not gain general acceptance, the idea led to the modern gauge principle, corner stone for the understanding of interactions. Dirac returned to Weyl's original ideas in [24] . With the introduction of a gauge (scalar) function, he was able to write down an action invariant under both, Weyl transformations and general coordinate transformations, at the expenses of a transformation of the scalar function. Thus, Dirac obtained a generalized theory for the gravitational field and the electromagnetic field, that in the gauge of constant scalar, results in the known EinsteinMaxwell theory. In our model, both the scalar field φ and the 1−form A are genuine torsional degrees of freedom, namely its axial part and its trace, and they couple in a CS theory as a Dirac-like scalar and a Weyl-like vector respectively. We have shown a general procedure to introduce torsional degrees of freedom in a gravity action, and we have applied it in a Lorentz-Chern-Simons Lagrangian by means of a decomposition of the contorsion 1−form. In a particular gauge, we have shown that there is a Chern-Simons interpretation for Chiral Gravity coupled to Chern-Simons-Proca electrodynamics, that, modulo gauge transformations, shares the solutions space of Chiral Gravity coupled to Topologically Massive Electrodynamics with a particular value of the coupling constant; namely, when the photon mass of TME equals twice the AdS radius. The 1-form A built from the trace of the torsion 2−form, is interpreted as a gauge field for the Weyl group. The constant value of the scalar field determines the strength of the gravity force, through Newton's constant, the cosmological term, and the mass of the photon.
